
Status quo of the art industry

As Humans, our common history has always been influenced and shaped by Art, where creation is intended
to share intangible emotions through visual, sonorous, olfactive or gustative means. Depending on what is
considered art (from traditional sculptures and paintings to film and video games) its global valuation
fluctuates between $70 and $800 billion. However, many concerns such as illiquidity, lack of transparency
and third-party control tend to limit its true potential.

Art Can Die vision & mission

We are unleashing the power of new technologies to unlock the limited options of the classical art world,
which leads to fulfilling our  vision  of optimizing art consumption, sales, and trading as well as bringing
meaningful improvements in the experience of the art industry stakeholders.

Art Can Die DAO is an ingenious decentralized ecosystem for engaging in the art world. By leveraging the
power of Blockchain, DeFi, NFTs, DAOs, and cryptocurrencies, we offer Investors, Artists, and Crypto users a
modern and efficient way to participate in the creation, financing, and promotion of exceptional art projects.
Artists get financed, DIE community sees the value of DIE Coins increase on the secondary market, and
timeless art emerges.

Art Can Die 
 

Your access to a decentralized world of Art

DIE specifications 
Blockchain, smart contracts and DeFi  (secondary market trading, …)

DAO (community, staking, governance, IP rights, reserve, ...) 

Tokenization, NFTs and Metaverse

Decentralized financing and participation in exceptional art creations   

Tokenomics

DIE tokenomics are based on a scarcity model with a total supply of 21 million tokens. 

DIE tokens bring original perks to the users, such as “ governance rights” (DIE community can have an impact
on projects such as voting on the art director’s proposals) and “requesting rights” (DIE community can ask to
organize fundraising events to support artists).  

www.artcandie.com
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